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DUO Daisy and Hand Brushes Provide Quick,

Convenient Cleaning – These items are necessities!
The Daisy is a single brush and is not motorized.
However, it is the ultimate in convenience because,
with its adjustable handle and very light weight, one
can work in a comfort-
able, upright position
and clean both small
and medium-size 
carpeted areas, such
as hallways or an
entire room.  The
Daisy even offers two
brush bristle options
for different types of
carpet:  easy or
aggressive.  Its
adjustable handle
accommodates user
height preferences and enables it to be stored in
small spaces.  The DUO Hand Brush can be used to
clean small areas of carpet and upholstery in
homes, cars, boats, and RVs.

SEBO DUO DRY CLEANING SYSTEM
SEBO’s DUO Cleaning System effectively removes stains and cleans large and small carpeted areas, rugs and upholstery,
without using water!  The DUO-P Powder and specialized Brush Machine can quickly clean a room or house full of carpeting!
In addition, the DUO Daisy or Hand Brush quickly cleans high-traffic areas, stairs, automobiles, RVs and boats. This do-it-
yourself, dry-cleaning system is highly effective, easy to use, saves time and money, and avoids potential carpet damage
caused by some wet-cleaning methods.  

l

Advantages of using the duo System are:

Do-it-yourself, dry carpet cleaning is highly effective, 

easy to do, and saves time and money.

Almost immediate use of the carpet or upholstery.

Eliminates dust mite allergens.

No need to move furniture and easily cleans stairs.

No detergent residue.

A built-in fiber protector helps to prevent future stains.

Avoids potential damage caused by some wet-cleaning 

methods.

No carpet shrinking or mildew.

1) DUO-P Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning Powder.

2) DUO Brush Machine for cleaning large carpeted areas.

3) DUO Daisy Brush for cleaning small to medium-size 

carpeted areas, like hallways.

4) DUO Hand Brush for cleaning upholstery, stairs, 

hard-to-reach areas, cars, and RVs.
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The DUO Cleaning System consists of the following four 

components, which are all sold separately:

SEBO DUO
Brush Machine
#9401AM

DUO Daisy
Brush

#CD100AM

DUO-P Clean Box 
with built-in Spot Brush.
Contains one 1.1 lb. bag.

#0478AM

DUO Hand Brush  
#6392



FOUR EASY STEPS

Step One Step Two Step FourStep Three

Apply DUO-P 
Cleaning Powder.

Spot-clean stubborn stains.
(Older or more stubborn
stains may require 

additional treatments.)

Brush in the DUO-P
Powder with the DUO
Brush Machine, 

Daisy, or Hand Brush.

Vacuum when dry,
usually after 30 to 60

minutes.

DUO-P Powder Cleans Carpet and Upholstery – This amazing
powder cleans carpet and upholstery to like-new condition
and removes even the most stubborn
stains!  It is made of polyurethane
granules that are moistened with a
cleaner, and is environmentally
friendly and safe to use.  And, unlike
other cleaning powders, no “pre-
spray” is needed. However, after
opening, tightly seal partially used
packages to maintain moisture. 

When the powder is worked into the
carpet fibers, the moistened,
sponge-like granules lift soil and
stains out.  Within 30 to 60 minutes,
the powder is dry and is removed by
vacuuming, leaving the carpet or
upholstery clean, dry, and ready for use.  

Because this is a dry-cleaning process, DUO-P Powder will
not promote the growth of mold and fungus in your carpet
and pad.  And the GAF allergy research center in Germany
found that six months after a single cleaning with DUO-P,
seven out of ten carpets remained free of dust mite 
allergens. 

duo Brush Machine Cleans Large Carpeted Areas – SEBO's
DUO Brush Machine features two spinning brushes that
open the carpet pile, enabling the DUO-P Powder to clean
each fiber.  Weighing only 11 pounds, it is lightweight and
easy to use.  And with a brush-path width of 12½ inches, 
a room or entire house of carpet can be quickly cleaned.

Why Use Dry Cleaning? – Some wet-cleaning methods
inject water and detergent into the carpet pile under
pressure, and an extractor is used to collect the 
liquid and disolved soil.  However, many rental and
do-it-yourself machines only remove 50% of the 
dirty water, so much of the remaining water soaks
into the pad.  Often, this amount of moisture will
cause deterioration of the carpet backing, and a wet
carpet may take 8 to 36 hours to dry, depending on
humidity.  That is long enough for mold spores to
grow.  Also, carpets may re-soil quickly because of
residual detergent, and spots may reappear in a 
short period of time, as the moisture and dissolved
soil “wicks up” through the carpet fibers.

Before

After

DUO-P Clean Box 
with built-in Spot

Brush.  Contains one
1.1 lb. bag.
#0478AM

DUO Hand Brush  
#6392

Refill package contains five,
1.1 lb. refill bags.  Each
single 1.1 lb. pack can

clean up to 250 square feet
of carpet. #0472AM

Brush Roller 
(1 Brush) 
#3005ER

Hand Brushes and Powder

DUO Daisy
Brush

#CD100AM

Brush Roller 
(1 Brush - Soft Bristle) 

#3005SW

Wear Items



SEBO Canada  •  123, 18 Highland Park Way NE, Airdrie, AB T4A 0R1  •  800-661-8687

SEBO upright and canister vacuums offer excellent suction with innovative brush-roller technology that easily lift the DUO-P
Powder out of your carpets and rugs, leaving your home fresh and clean!  

SEBO VACUUMS ARE RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH DUO-P
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